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Remainder of the Semester

- Today is Week 10:
- Decide on remaining project priorities
- Plan for 4 weeks' worth of work
- Finalize which 2 features you each will tackle in the project

- Submit project on April 07th
- Client will begin reviewing deliverables on April 8th
- Client judging panel held during class on April 11th
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Remaining Features to Consider

- Deployment
- UI/more serious fixes from Peer Testing #2
- Ideas from other teams you got from Peer Testing #2
- Nice-to-have features to "round off" use cases
- Get your project to a point where you can showcase it during 

interviews
- Live demo on a production site
- Live demo on your local
- Live demo without it breaking
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Remaining Client Feedback

- Final project feedback
- Worth 3%
- Similar to the Design milestone feedback
- Client gives overall ranking and progress evaluation
- Both aspects determine the grade out of 3%

- Client/External validation
- Creates a small competition environment
- Will pass this portion if no issue with overall progress
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Remaining Project Report

- Each student submits an individual project report
- Worth 25%
- You explain the system: 

- How to install/run it? 
- How does it work?

- You explain the features implemented in the system
- You identify which features you did; no overlaps with other members

- Each student submits an individual video
- Counted as part of the project report
- Explain the system and features
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Rules on Project Report/Video

- Treat as open-book exam
- Can study by learning your system now
- You can talk and discuss among your team if needed
- The report must be written on your own
- All diagrams must be created by yourself
- No copying of information allowed → otherwise flag as plagiarism
- Diagram(s) cannot be identical → otherwise flag as plagiarism

- Follow report template on course website
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